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DISCLAIMER: Information contained in this module handbook is correct at its completion date of XX/XX/20XX. However,
throughout the academic year, it may be necessary for amendments to be made to its contained information. Direct
hyperlinks to relevant policies, regulations and guidance have been included to ensure you have access to accurate and
up to date information should any significant change be made, you will be notified via CANVAS.
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USEFUL CONTACT INFORMATION
Role
Module
Co-ordinator

Name
Professor Paul
Cairney

Room
PF A95
Ext. 7598

Administration

Jane Campbell

PF A39
Ext. 6275

Emergencies on
Campus

Call 2222 (or 01786 467999)

Feedback and
E-mail
Guidance Sessions
p.a.cairney@stir.ac.uk We will generally
meet from 10am2pm on Mondays,
combining seminar
work and feedback
jane.campbell@stir.ac.uk
Mon-Fri
fahgs@stir.ac.uk
9:00 – 12:30
1:30 – 5:00

KEY DATES
Seminar dates

Reading week (and coursework preparation
for MPP1 only)
Oral presentations
Written coursework submission date
Feedback return date

Exam Period

Monday 10am-2pm Pathfoot Building Room D2
September 2018: 10, 17, 24
October 2018: 1, 8, (…) 29
November 2018: 5, 12, 19, 26
15th and 22nd October 2018
29th October 10am-2pm (during the seminar)
Thursday 6th December at noon
Friday 14th December (feedback and provisional
marks, to be confirmed after internal and
external moderation and module board)
n/a

INFORMATION AND SUPPORT
You can find information on how this module will operate and what you need to do in the
following places:
What?
How do you find it?
Key information on the arrangements for
this module
Learning materials; reading lists; calendar;
coursework details and coursework upload
General information on the programme

This handbook which is available on Canvas via the
portal or App
The module space on Canvas via the portal or App.
Paul is keen on the Announcements function.
Programme Handbook on Canvas via the portal or
App
Regulations which formally govern how Postgraduate regulations
your programme operates
University policies on matters such as Quality handbook
attendance; assessment; feedback
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Advice on administrative matters

The administration contact for the module- see
details above

Feedback and academic guidance

The module co-ordinator/your tutor – see details
above

SUMMARY OF MODULE
Our aim is to understand, in considerable depth, the relationship between policymaking and
policy influencing bodies at multiple levels (for example, local, Scottish, UK, EU, and global).
We explore topics such as: what policy is and how it is made, multilevel policymaking, policy
networks and governance, power and ideas, socioeconomic factors and the role of ‘events’.
By the end of the module, you should be able to describe the implications of ‘bounded
rationality’ and the key components of a ‘policymaking environment’, and apply this
knowledge to policy analysis.
Responding to Student Voice
The last time this module ran, students were most impressed by the relatively practical side
to oral and written presentations on policy analysis. However, they were uncertain about
how to do it. So, we have prepared detailed guidance that we will discuss in the first session.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND SKILLS
On successful completion of this module, you should be able to:
LO1
Have developed an informed and critical understanding of theories of politics and
policymaking as applied to real world cases
LO2
Have developed an informed and critical understanding of current issues and debates
of policymaking
LO3
Have developed an informed and critical understanding of the significance of
policymaking.
LO4
Use this knowledge to produce oral and written policy analysis for multiple audiences.
Our ambition is that, when you graduate, you will be a confident and aspirational
subject specialist with the right skills and attitudes to connect; innovate and transform.
This module offers opportunities to develop the following Graduate Attributes:
connect
 with their discipline(s) knowledge, understanding and
skills with a range of complex real world issues
 with contributions from alumni, private, public and third
sector to develop their employability skills
 with knowledge, experiences and people providing
different perspectives, to understand different cultures,
beliefs and traditions
 and work with one another as an inclusive learning
community and with the wider community
 and communicate effectively through digital and other
media
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innovate







transform




through active and ethical research
through using the latest global research and new
technologies to develop new understandings and creative
solutions
through independent critical and reflective thinking
through identifying opportunities to improve what they do
and taking action
through their intellectual passion and excellence
through sharing new perspectives and broadening their
horizons
through being professional, adaptable and equipped to
succeed
through being active global citizens who are socially,
culturally and environmentally aware

This module offers opportunities to develop your academic skills and learning strategies
by combining several forms of oral and written communication: oral presentation, written
policy analysis, theory-driven reflection, and blog post.

TEACHING SCHEDULE
The teaching pattern on this module is approximately:
Total Study Time on module
Scheduled Learning and Teaching (e.g. virtual or face-to-face lectures, seminars,
practical classes and workshops, formative assessments, scheduled on-line
discussion or similar; meetings with supervisor)
Guided Independent Study (e.g. reading and preparing for tutorials or seminars;
reviewing lecture notes and preparing for assessments)

200
hours
40 hours
minimum
160
hours

Lecture and Seminar Timetable
What
When
Where
seminars
Mondays 10.05 – 13.55 (wks 1-5, 8-12)
P.D2
The 4-hour block for seminars is more than a 20-credit module would
normally contain, partly to (a) give us the flexibility to decide how
organize each workshop, and (b) build in time for feedback and
questions (activities that would normally be part of ‘office hours’). I
am generally free from 2pm for more discussion if there is demand.

READING LISTS
Essential
reading (no
purchase
necessary ):

Preliminary reading:
Policy in 500 words
Policy in 1000 word (with short podcasts too)
Cairney, P. (2012) Understanding Public Policy (Basingstoke: Palgrave)
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Note: I am writing the second edition of UPP and the drafts of every chapter will
be available by the end of October (at the time of writing, 8 are drafted). I will
make them – and some other resources for each week - available via this link to
my Dropbox, and I indicate their relevance in the ‘seminar topic’ section below.
Highly
The core reading for each week of the module is below. I have tried to keep it
recommended to a manageable level so that we can read and discuss similar texts each week.
reading:
I also encourage you to widen your reading with established techniques:
(1) ‘Snowballing’, in which you follow up the texts described in your key
reading
(2) Google Scholar search, in which you use key terms to search for relevant
texts
This is a transitional year in which I am: (1) adding new references as I write
UPP 2nd edition, and (2) thinking about how to diminish my tendency to list
white male authors for primary reading (perhaps as much as 70% in some
cases). So, I will share last year’s reading guide to compare with the newer list
with a wider range of sources. The main problem that remains is my tendency
to recommend that you read my publications first (largely because I wrote the
UPP book and blog posts for students of this kind of module). However, the
‘further reading’ below is about 50/50.
A guide to
using the
Library can be
found at:
Borrowing
books and
report
missing
library items
at:
A guide to
researching
this subject

Date
10/09

Library Guide

Borrowing

Subject research guides

Seminar Topic and suggested blogs/ chapters
What is the Policy Process?
How does our knowledge of the policy process influence policy analysis?
In this introductory session, we’ll begin by introducing ourselves and describing what we
want from the course. We can have an introductory discussion of ‘policy’ and the ‘policy
process’ before a full discussion in week 2) and I’ll explain how these topics help inform
your coursework in both semesters.
Key reading:
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Policy in 500 Words: The Policy Process
Policy Concepts in 1000 Words: The Policy Process
How to write theory-driven policy analysis (it links to a pdf)
Understanding Public Policy 2nd ed: Chapter 1
Further reading:
1. Bacchi, C. (2009) Analysing Policy: What’s the problem represented to be?
2. Bardach, E. and Patashnik, E. M. (2015) A practical guide for policy analysis
3. Cairney, P. and Weible, C. (2017) ‘The new policy sciences’, Policy Sciences, 50, 4,
619-27
17/09

What is Policy? How do we measure policy change? How useful is the policy cycle to
explain the process of policy change?
Our aim is to decide how to define policy well enough so that we can measure it and
track policy change. There is not a definitive answer to ‘what is policy?’ but we need to
define it to produce policy analysis and empirical studies. We will also discuss the value
of, and many descriptive problems associated with, the model of a policy cycle with
clearly defined and linear stages. This task will be crucial to:
 MPP1 policy analysis and reflection. You need to know what policy is, and what
tools or instruments are available, to be able to make good recommendations.
 MPP3 essay. You need to know what policy is and how much it has changed to
explain policy change.
Key reading:
Policy in 500 Words: what is public policy and why does it matter?
Policy in 500 Words: how much does policy change?
Policy in 500 Words: if the policy cycle does not exist, what do we do?
What is Policy? (podcast download)
Policy Concepts in 1000 Words: Policy change and measurement (podcast download)
Policy Concepts in 1000 Words: Success and Failure (Evaluation) (podcast download)
Policy Concepts in 1000 Words: The Policy Cycle and its Stages (podcast download)
Understanding Public Policy 2nd ed: Chapter 2
Further reading:
1. Jordan, A. and Turnpenny, J. (eds 2015) The tools of policy formulation (chapter 1)
2. Hood, C. and Margetts, H. (2007) The tools of government in the digital age

24/09

Power and Ideas. Policymakers can only pay attention to a small number of issues for
which they are responsible, so they ignore most issues and promote a small number to
the top of their agenda. We discuss how problems are ‘framed’, and how they are
pushed on, or kept off, the policy agenda (drawing heavily on the ‘community power’
debate and 3 or 4 ‘dimensions’ of power). We examine the extent to which this process is
underpinned by the existence of ‘paradigms’, norms or ‘monopolies of understanding’. In
other words, power relates to the ways in which we think about and describe the world,
and we use ‘ideas’ and knowledge to accept some ways of thinking and reject others.
Key reading:
Policy Concepts in 1000 Words: Power and Ideas (podcast download)
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Policy Concepts in 1000 Words: Framing (podcast download)
Policy Concepts in 1000 Words: Feminism, Postcolonialism, and Critical Policy Studies
Understanding Public Policy 2nd ed: Chapters 3 and 11 (first half)
Further reading:
This is a week in which we can think about the links between policy studies and wider
studies of politics and society. Please read at least one text from the following and
relate it to the themes in UPP chapter 3, which has a section on the rejection of certain
ways of thinking and, therefore, the social groups associated with some forms of
knowledge and activity.
1. Ahrens, P., Celis, K., Childs, S., Engeli, I.,Evans, E. and Mügge, L. (2018) ‘Politics
and gender: rocking political science and creating new horizons’, European
Journal of Politics and Gender 1, 1-2, 3–16
2. Emejulu, A. (2018) ‘On the problems and possibilities of feminist solidarity’,
IPPR Progressive Review, 24, 4, 267-73
3. Evans, E. (2014) The Politics of Third Wave Feminisms
4. Fonow, M. and Cook, J. (2005) ‘Feminist Methodology: New Applications in the
Academy and Public Policy’, Signs, 30, 4, 2211-36
5. Hall, B.L. and Tandon, R. (2017) ‘Decolonization of knowledge, epistemicide,
participatory research and higher education’, Research for All, 1, 1, 6–19
01/10

Bounded rationality, stories, and social construction.
Bounded rationality causes the inability to consider all issues comprehensively. We
examine the cognitive shortcuts people use to make choices. The Narrative Policy
Framework (NPF) and Social Construction and Policy Design (SCPD) approaches examine
how people tell stories to influence policy in that context. This type of discussion will be
crucial to:
 MPP1 policy analysis and reflection. You will focus on your ability to tell a good
story as much as make good recommendations.
 MPP3 essay. Bounded rationality and policymaker psychology are at the heart of
all explanations of policymaking.
Key reading:
Policy Concepts in 1000 Words: Bounded Rationality and Incrementalism (podcast
download)
Policy Concepts in 1000 Words: The Psychology of Policymaking (podcast download)
Policy in 500 words: uncertainty versus ambiguity
Policy in 500 Words: Social Construction and Policy Design
Policy Concepts in 1000 Words: the Social Construction of Target Populations (podcast
download)
Understanding Public Policy 2nd ed: Chapter 4
Further reading:
Please read at least one. 1-2 are the NPF and 3-5 are SCPD
1. Crow, D. and Jones, M. (2018) ‘Narratives as tools for influencing policy change’,
Policy & Politics, 46, 2, 217–34
2. Jones, M. D., M. K. McBeth, and E. A. Shanahan (2014) ‘Introducing the Narrative
Policy Framework’ in The Science of Stories
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3. Schneider, A., and Ingram, H. (1993) ‘Social Construction of Target Populations:
Implications for Politics and Policy’, American Political Science Review 87 (2): 334347
4. Schneider, A. and Ingram, H. (1997) Policy Design for Democracy
5. Schneider, Anne L., and Ingram, Helen M. eds. (2005) Deserving and Entitled:
Social Construction and Public Policy.
08/10

Multi-level, multi-centric and complex policymaking
Policymaking takes place in an ‘environment’ or ‘system’ over which policymakers have
minimal control. Policy seems to emerge in the absence of ‘central;’ control. Or, there are
many policymaking ‘centres’. We examine several ways in which to understand this
context, and reflect on other models which put policymakers at the centre of analysis.
This discussion is crucial to:
 MPP1 policy analysis and reflection. What can you recommend in this context,
and who should you speak to?
 MPP3 essay. It is difficult to explain policy change without reference to a wide
collection of policy actors spread across a large system.
Key reading:
Policy Concepts in 1000 Words: the Westminster Model and Multilevel Governance (podcast download)
Policy Concepts in 1000 Words: Complex Systems (podcast download)
Understanding Public Policy 2nd ed: chapter 8 (MLG) and 6 (section on complexity)
Further Reading:
1. Cairney, P., Heikkila, T. and Wood, M. (forthcoming) Making policy in a complex
world (just to ‘skim’; it is in the MPP1 reading dropbox folder)
2. Dommett, K. and Flinders, M. (2015) ‘The centre strikes back: Meta‐governance,
delegation, and the core executive in the United Kingdom, 2010–14', Public
administration, 93, 1, 1-16
3. Stephenson, P. (2013) “Twenty years of multi-level governance: ‘Where Does It
Come From? What Is It? Where Is It Going?” Journal of European Public Policy,
20, 6, 817-837

15/10
22/10
29/10

MID SEMESTER BREAK & COURSEWORK PREPARATION – NO CLASSES

05/11

Presentations. This is your chance to make a 3 minute presentation based on the policy
analysis that you will submit for marking in December.
We will time your 3-minute presentations. In that time, you need to identify a policy
problem and possible solutions. Focus on being persuasive, to capture our imagination.
Focus on the policy context, in which you want to present a problem as solvable
(otherwise, who will pay attention?) but not make inflated claims about how one action
can solve a major problem. We will then devote 3-5 minutes to questions from the
audience about your presentation. Being an active part of the audience is as important as
doing a good presentation of your own. Also note our wider aims. When everyone has
presented, I will ask you what you remember. What presentations stood out and why?
Let’s see how big our class is: the bigger it is, the less memorable is each presentation?
Institutions and networks.
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Institutions are the rules, norms, practices that influence behaviour. Rules can be formal
and well understood, or informal and difficult to grasp. Networks are the relationships
between policy actors such as policymakers and influencers. There is a large literature on
both of these concepts and it is too large to cover in a week! However, we can describe
the key role of rules and relationships in policymaking and identify the main ways in
which to study them. This discussion is crucial to:
 MPP1 policy analysis and reflection. You need to tailor your advice to the rules,
norms, and relationships related to your policy issue.
 MPP3 essay. It is difficult to explain policy change – or the lack of change without reference to institutions and networks.
Key reading:
Policy Concepts in 1000 Words: Institutions and New Institutionalism (podcast download)
Policy Concepts in 1000 Words: Networks, sub-government and communities (podcast
download)
Understanding Public Policy 2nd ed: chapters 5 (all) and 9 (the beginning)
Further Reading (please read at least one on each topic):
1. Pierson, P. (2000) ‘Increasing returns, path dependence, and the study of
politics, The American political science review, 94:2, 251-67.
2. Schmidt, V. (2009) ‘Discursive Institutionalism: The Explanatory Power of Ideas
and Discourse’, Annual Review of Political Science, 11, 303–26
3. Mackay, F., Kenny, M. and Chappell, L. (2010) ‘New Institutionalism Through a
Gender Lens: Towards a Feminist Institutionalism?’ International Political
Science Review, 31, 5, 573–588
4. Jordan, G. and Cairney, P. (2013) ‘What is the ‘dominant model’ of British
policymaking? Comparing majoritarian and policy community ideas’, British
Politics, 8, 3, 233–259
5. Rhodes, R.A.W. (1997) Understanding Governance (Open University Press)
12/11

Socioeconomic factors and the role of ‘events’. We examine the extent to which
policymakers think about, and seek to solve problems, within a policy environment that
represents a source of pressure – when, for example, demographic change, economic
crisis, or public behaviour prompts new problems. Or, policymakers inherit the choices of
their predecessors before they do anything new. Events can be routine, such as elections,
or prompted by unpredictable shifts in the policy environment. This discussion is crucial
to:
 MPP1 policy analysis and reflection. Consider the extent to which policymakers
can actually control the context in which they operate. What advice can you give
them under the circumstances? Can you use these factors to describe an urgent
problem?
 MPP3 essay. You need to consider the extent which socioeconomic factors cause
policy change.
Key reading:
Policy Concepts in 1000 Words: Context, Events, Structural and Socioeconomic Factors
Policy Concepts in 1000 Words: Complex Systems.
Understanding Public Policy 2nd ed: chapter 6
Further Reading
11

19/11

26/11

1. Rose, R. (1990) ‘Inheritance Before Choice in Public policy’, Journal of Theoretical
Politics, 2, 3, 263-91
2. Hay, C. (2002) Political Analysis: A Critical Introduction (Basingstoke: Palgrave)
3. Geyer, R. and Cairney, P. (eds.) (2015) Handbook on Complexity and Public
Policy (chapter 1 and seek out relevant other chapters)
Policy learning and transfer. Ideally, policy analysis would be informed by learning from
one’s own experience and that of other governments in other countries. In some cases, a
government might import ideas or policies from a successful government. In reality,
learning is just as political as anything else, and policy transfer is just as much about
politics and agenda setting as ‘success’ . This discussion is crucial to:
 MPP1 policy analysis and reflection. Consider how you are asking policymakers to
learn, and on what comparable experiences you might draw.
 MPP3 essay. Learning and transfer can help explain policy change, but first we
need to know what they mean (and how much of it is voluntary)
Key reading:
Policy Concepts in 1000 Words: Policy Transfer and Learning (podcast download)
Policy Concepts in 1000 Words: the intersection between evidence and
policy transfer (podcast download)
Three ways to encourage policy learning
Understanding Public Policy 2nd ed: chapter 12
Further Reading:
1. Dunlop, C. and Radaelli, C. (2018) ‘The lessons of policy learning’, Policy and
Politics, 46, 2, 255–72
2. Dolowitz, D. and Marsh, D. (1996) “Who Learns What from Whom: a Review of the
Policy Transfer Literature”, Political Studies, XLIV, 343-57
3. Rose, R. (2005) Learning From Comparative Public Policy: A Practical Guide
Evidence based policymaking. There is a large interdisciplinary literature which tries to
understand the relationship between evidence and policy. Some of it bemoans an
evidence-policy gap and blames ‘post-truth’ politics and politicians. Some of it uses policy
theory to understand the process in which any policymaker would demand evidence. We
can have an introductory discussion of this topic, then revisit it in MPP3 when we have
covered key policy theories. This discussion is crucial to:
 MPP1 policy analysis and reflection. Consider how you are asking policymakers to
use evidence, and how you might frame it to maximise its policy relevance.
 MPP3 essay. If the use of evidence does not explain policy change, what does?
Key reading:
Policy Concepts in 1000 Words: ‘Evidence Based Policymaking’ (extra long podcast
download, plus bonus lecture and Q&A)
What can you do when policymakers ignore your evidence?
Further Reading
1. Cairney, P. (2016) The Politics of Evidence-based Policymaking
2. Cairney, P., Oliver, K. and Wellstead, A. (2016) ‘To Bridge the Divide between
Evidence and Policy: Reduce Ambiguity as Much as Uncertainty’, Public
Administration Review, 76, 3, 399–402
3. Botterill, L. and Hindmoor, A. (2012) ‘Turtles all the way down: bounded rationality
in an evidence-based age’, Policy Studies, 33 (5), 367-379
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4. Weiss, C. (1979) ‘The Many Meanings of Research Utilization’ Public
Administration Review 39 (5): 426–431
5. Oliver, K., Innvar, S., Lorenc, T., Woodman, J., & Thomas, J. (2014). A systematic
review of barriers to and facilitators of the use of evidence by policymakers. BMC
Health Services Research, 14 (1), 2. http://www.biomedcentral.com/14726963/14/2

ATTENDANCE AND ENGAGEMENT
Full engagement in your studies will enable you to get the most out of the module and help
you perform at your best when it comes to assessment. We expect you to attend and engage
with all aspects of this module and with your course of study and we will monitor this
throughout each semester to check that you are fully participating and that you are coping
well with your studies.
It is therefore essential that you:
 Attend all seminars outlined in the timetable of activity provided in this module descriptor
 Actively participate in classes and group work sessions
 Prepare in advance by undertaking the required reading and/or other forms of
preparation
 Attend meetings with your personal tutor, module co-ordinator or course director if
requested
 Engage in extra-curricular events, groups and meetings where provided which are
designed to support and inform your studies
 Attend in-sessional English language classes (if applicable)
 Submit coursework/assessment by the due time and date
 Attend class tests at the specified time and date
 Make your module co-ordinator aware at the earliest opportunity if you experience
problems which may impact on your attendance and engagement
 Inform the University of absence (planned or unplanned), e.g. illness, emergency as
outlined here.
Monitoring Procedures
Attendance, progress and engagement will be recorded while you are studying this module
and across your whole course of study.
If we are concerned about your attendance, progress or engagement we will contact you to
make sure all is well. If you are experiencing difficulties of any kind which are affecting your
studies, we can offer support and guidance to get you back on track. However, if your
attendance or engagement continue to cause concern, we will invite you to a formal meeting
to discuss this further.
Consequences of non-attendance
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As attendance on this module is prescribed, if you attendance falls below 2/3 of
seminars/tutorials then your module mark may be capped at 50.
Further information about attendance and engagement can be found here.

ASSESSMENT
The purpose of the formal module assessments (summative assessments) is to reliably
evidence your achievement of the learning outcomes on this module. There will be
opportunities to practice assessments (formative assessments) which will not count towards
your final mark.
Assessment
Component
(Essay;
presentation
etc)

Assessment Type
(formative/summative)
(all compulsory)

Policy
Summative
analysis and
reflection
paper
Blog Post
Summative
Oral
Formative
presentation

Weighting Minimum
Qualifying
mark
80%

50%

20%

50%

Compulsory Assessment – if the assessment component is compulsory and you do not
attempt the assessment you will be awarded a fail for the module.
Optional Assessment – if the assessment component is optional and you do not attempt the
assessment you will be awarded 0 for that component. This may lead to a fail in the module
depending on the weighting of that component.
Details of Coursework
2000 word policy analysis and reflection (80%) and 500 word blog (20%). The word count
does not include the bibliography (although the blog post bibliography should be zero if you
use weblinks). There is no exam.
In the policy options paper - combined with a reflection essay - you have about 2000 words
of main text, but to produce (a) a very brief policy options paper for your chosen audience,
and (b) a background paper explaining to me why you wrote it in a particular way. Your
focus is on what makes your policy analysis theory-driven, taking into account policymaker
psychology and theories of policymaking which complicate the extent to which you can
propose a feasible solution. Please be clear on the role of the reflection. It is an exercise in
demonstrating your reading of the literature rather than, say, a journal entry.
The blog is there to explain and sell the policy analysis. Think, for example, about whether or
not you can sell a policy solution in the same way to a policymaker and wider audience (and
you can discuss this distinction in your reflection).
14

For some very detailed and crucial advice on the coursework (and its rationale), see the
blog post: How to write theory-driven policy analysis which links to a pdf. We can discuss this
advice in week 1, and I will use your feedback to consider how to update this advice before
your submission date.
Submission Deadline (Date and Time):
Submission method:
Word Limit:
Feedback and grade will be available by:

This coursework will be marked against the
following criteria:

Referencing style used on this module
Referencing Guide

Thursday the 6th December at noon
By Canvas. Please submit one document containing all
coursework (even if it asks for more than one)
2000 and 500
Friday 14th December (feedback and provisional
marks, to be confirmed after internal and external
moderation and module board)
I do not use a formal rubric, but these are the
questions I use to structure your feedback:
Policy Paper. Tailored properly to a clearly defined
audience? Punchy and concise summary? Clearly
defined problem? Good evidence or argument
behind the solution? Clear recommendations backed
by a sense that the solution is feasible? (these two
questions are similar, but they highlight different
aspects of the value of solutions). Evidence of
substantial reading of the policy studies literature?
Blog. Punchy and eye grabbing title? Tailored to an
intelligent ‘lay’ audience rather than a specific expert
group? Clearly defined problem? Good evidence or
argument
behind
the
solution?
Clear
recommendations backed by a sense that the
solution is feasible? Well embedded weblinks to
further relevant reading?
Harvard
Referencing Guide

Submission
Your first page should have your student number and title of your coursework. It is your
responsibility to ensure that your submitted work is entirely your own, is free from plagiarism
and due acknowledgement is given to all sources. For details see the University policy on
academic misconduct. Once marked, you will receive your grade and feedback on your
coursework via Canvas.
Late Submission
Coursework received after the deadline on the due date will be considered to be one day late.
Coursework can be submitted up to 7 calendar days after the submission date (or expiry of
any agreed extension) but the mark for the coursework will be lowered by 3 marks on the
common marking scheme per day or part thereof. Further details can be found here.
Coursework Guidance
15

You should submit coursework in the following format:
 One document (Including appendices and bibliography);
 Student number should be the only identification used;
 1.5 or double-spacing typescript, but single spacing used for quotations, footnotes,
tables etc;
 All pages numbered;
 Acceptable formats are: doc and docx
 Word count excludes footnotes; bibliography; coversheet
 See above for referencing style required and guide

Marking
Coursework is anonymously marked, and therefore you should not put your name on any
coursework. Marks are determined by level performance against the criteria set out above.
The Common Marking Scheme is used consistently across the University to translate that
performance into a mark descriptor which equates to module mark. (See Appendix 1)
All marking and feedback on coursework and examinations are subject to rigorous quality
checks. A sample of work on the module is checked by an internal moderator and an external
examiner for consistency of marking across the module; to ensure marking aligns to the
common marking scheme and the quality of feedback is appropriate, before marks are
finalised. Marks are therefore, 'provisional' until the Module Board has met at the end of each
semester. For the autumn semester this is mid-January, and for the spring semester this is
late May. Once confirmed by the Module Board, grades will be uploaded to the University
portal.
The external examiner on the module is Professor Catherine Farrell. Please note that it is
inappropriate to contact the external directly on any matter.

WHEN THINGS GO WRONG
Contact your personal tutor if, during your course of study, you encounter academic or
personal difficulties which are out with your control and which impact on your ability to study
and/or complete assessments. As well as support and guidance available through the faculty,
help can be offered through Student Support Services.
There are also some academic measures we can take to help you:
Extensions for Coursework
You are responsible for workload planning and endeavoring to complete your work on time.
In line with University Regulations, extensions for coursework can be granted only in
exceptional circumstances and wherever possible, agreed in advance. Please see appendix 3
for an extension request form.
Details of acceptable grounds for granting extensions can be found here.
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Re-assessment
You can find information regarding re-sitting assessments here.
Extenuating Circumstances
It may be that these factors need to be taken into account in determining your module
mark. You can find more details here.

ACADEMIC INTEGRITY AND ACADEMIC WRITING SUPPORT
As a student of the University of Stirling you have agreed to be bound by the Student Code.
Part of the code requires you to act with academic integrity and to avoid academic misconduct.
We will support you through the module, both through scheduled teaching and feedback and
guidance sessions, to understand and adopt good academic practices.
In addition there is a range of additional help available:
Student Learning Services
Drop-in daily and workshops.
http://www.stir.ac.uk/sls/students/
Royal Literary Fellow
One-to-one appointments. E-mail: rlf@stir.ac.uk
INTO Stirling Support
Language support for non-native English speaking students
and academic writing support. Details available on Canvas
We take academic misconduct very seriously. The University defines Academic Misconduct
as:
‘any case of deliberate, premeditated cheating, collusion, plagiarism or falsification of
information, in an attempt to deceive and gain an unfair advantage in assessment’.
Assessment includes all forms of written work, designs, ideas, constructions, presentations,
demonstrations, viva voces, accreditation of prior learning portfolios, in-class tests and all
forms of examination.
It is generally understood why cheating in examinations is wrong: it is an attempt to gain
undeserved credit by presenting the work of another as one’s own. For the University not to
treat cheating as an extremely serious offence would be unfair to its students and would
jeopardize the standard of its awards. Exactly the same is true of coursework submitted for
assessment. Plagiarism is the equivalent of cheating in an examination because it involves the
reproduction of another’s work, whether ideas, data or expressions, without due
acknowledgement. This is plagiarism, whether the source is printed, electronic or
handwritten, whether it is reproduced verbatim or is paraphrased, and whether it is drawn on
extensively or in brief.
The University has an agreed policy setting out procedures and penalties for dealing with
academic misconduct. This policy can be found here. The policy also gives guidance on proper
and adequate acknowledgement of source material, but if you are in any doubt at all about
the nature of plagiarism, or the means by which to avoid it, you are strongly advised to consult
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your tutor. You should clearly understand that it is your responsibility to understand these
matters. Ignorance is not accepted as a defence for plagiarism.

FEEDBACK
What you can expect:
The University takes feedback very seriously and, along with the Students’ Union, have
developed a Feedback Policy and Student Guidance on Feedback. Feedback can be both
informal and formal, and can be provided individually and in groups. It can take many different
forms depending on the module’s requirements and will be used in the following ways across
the course:







discussions in class about the assignment
'drop in' advice
comments from staff or other students
discussions in supervision meetings
Whole class or 'generic' feedback on how an exercise has been tackled
final marks or awards.

What you should do with your feedback:
You are responsible for:
 familiarising yourself with module information on how to approach assessments
and how, when and where to find your feedback
 accessing and digesting your feedback
 seeking further help and guidance from your tutors and other students
 saving a copy of your feedback for future use
 reflecting on your feedback to celebrate and build on your strengths and to use
what you have learnt in your approach to work in the future
 offering constructive and supportive feedback to other students when asked to do
so.
When you will receive feedback:
Formal feedback on assessment is expected to be given within 3 working weeks. Canvas, will
be used in the electronic submission, marking and feedback dissemination of coursework.
Disclosure of a Disability
The University is committed to supporting students who have a disability under the Equality
Act 2010.
If you have, or think you may have a disability, which you have not disclosed to the University,
then please contact Access and Inclusion who can work with you to identify how we can
support you. Disabilities can include conditions such as dyslexia; anxiety and depression as
well as more physically apparent disabilities.
For more information please contact ask@stir.ac.uk
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BECOMING A COURSE REP
Being a module rep is a great opportunity to help shape your course and your learning
experience. Course representatives actively engage with their fellow students, the division
and the Students’ Union to:




seek out issues and work with all parties to find a solution as quickly as possible;
Attend staff student consultative committees;
Share feedback with teaching staff to help improve the student experience;

You might also want to work with the students in the cohort to make their experience on
the module the best it can be e.g. helping setting up study or other student lead initiative,
which the division can support. For more information click here.
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APPENDIX 1: POSTGRADUATE COMMON MARKING SCHEME
Extracted from the University’s Quality Handbook
A student's level of achievement is denoted by the mark (a whole number in the range 0 –
100) achieved under the University's Common Marking Scheme. The descriptors are used,
where appropriate, in marking coursework, examinations and dissertations. They should be
used in parallel with subject-specific mark descriptors
Mark

90+

Equivalent
Grade
Distinction

Descriptor of Attainment of Learning Outcomes

Meets all the requirements to attain 80 – 89 but in addition
demonstrates an exceptional degree of originality and exceptional
analytical, problem-solving and/or creative skills.

80 -89

Meets all the requirements to attain 70 – 79 but in addition
demonstrates outstanding quality evidenced by an ability to engage
critically and analytically with source material, exhibits independent
lines of argument, is highly original and uses an extremely wide
range of relevant sources where appropriate.

70 - 79

Excellent range and depth of attainment of intended learning
outcomes, secured by discriminating command of a comprehensive
range of relevant materials and analyses, and by deployment of
considered judgement relating to key issues, concepts or procedures

60 - 69

Merit

Attainment of virtually all intended learning outcomes, clearly
grounded on close familiarity with a wide range of supporting
evidence, constructively utilised to reveal appreciable depth of
understanding.

50 – 59

Pass

Attainment of most of the intended learning outcomes, some more
securely grasped than others, resting on a circumscribed range of
evidence and displaying a variable depth of understanding.

40 – 49

Fail - Marginal

0 - 39

Fail Clear

Appreciable deficiencies in the attainment of intended learning
outcomes, perhaps lacking a secure basis in relevant factual or
analytical dimensions.
No convincing evidence of attainment of intended learning
outcomes, such treatment of the subject as is in evidence being
directionless and fragmentary.

X

Fail

Failure to comply with published module requirements
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APPENDIX 2: COURSEWORK EXTENSION GUIDANCE
Please read the following carefully before applying to for an extension to check whether you
are eligible to apply. Extensions can be granted only in exceptional circumstances and,
wherever possible, agreed in advance. Please note that extensions will not be granted
automatically and application must be made even where an ARUAA is in place. It is your
responsibility to provide certificated evidence of illness as appropriate. If you would prefer to
speak to your module co-ordinator in private, please make an appointment with him/her.
Permissible grounds for requesting extensions to Coursework submission deadlines are
published in the University’s Academic Quality and Standards Handbook.
6.2.6 Extensions for Coursework
Unavoidable detention
elsewhere
Give dates affected, nature of
detention and provide some form
of independent certification

Medical grounds
Independent certification
required if period requested is 7
days or longer

Examples are:
 In hospital on/before date of submission
 In court/detention on/before date of submission
 Participation in authorised national or international
sporting competition or authorised national sports
training camps
 Representing the university
 Confined to bed or otherwise unable to attend
University
 serious impairment to the student’s ability to
participate in studies
 As set out in the student’s ARUAA
 Death of a close person
 Sudden acute or serious illness or injury (including
serious mental illness) of a close person

Compassionate grounds
The definition of a ‘close person’
is a family member
(parent/guardian,
spouse/partner, son/daughter,
brother/sister, grandparent,
grandchild) or someone living at
the same address as the student.
Other exceptional grounds (or other good cause for absence)
Other exceptional circumstances will be considered on their own merits. Supporting
documentation should be provided wherever possible.
Applications for coursework extensions on other exceptional grounds may require the student
to present their case in person to the Head of Faculty/nominee in the first instance.
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APPENDIX 3: COURSEWORK EXTENSION REQUEST FORM
Module Code and title
Submission due
Date

Length of Extension
requested

Student Number
Date of request
Do you have an ARUAA?
Grounds for request
Grounds for extension

Name

Give brief details below

Student to complete and email to fahgs@stir.ac.uk
For office use only
Supporting evidence required

Yes/No

If Yes, evidence submitted
Extension Approved/Declined
New Submission Date
Approved by

DDMMYYYYY
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